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STEM Scopes for next year! Hard to meet 2 days back from spring break (I 

agree; however, we meet the first Tuesday of 

every month and this one happened to fall two 

days after spring break) 

Science Website Where will money come from for science 

supplies (I know that finances are always a 

concern… However, a lot of these materials 

will be relatively cheap. We can look at the 

old P2P kits to see what materials they have 

in them. In addition, we can use money raised 

during Fall Festival as well as we can use 

websites such as Donors Choose to attain 

supplies) 

Joann—Loved the vocabulary game (was like 
Taboo) 

Time to teach STEM Scopes w/ Engaged 

Math and Science (Time is always a factor... 

It is easy for us to focus our attention on math 

and reading. This is why we have the NGSS… 

to make sure that we do not forget about 

science {as well as social studies}; we have to 

be sure to teach all content areas. They are 

all important in the education of our students. 

When these students reach middle and high 

school they are expected to meet the highly 

rigorous standards of those content areas. We 

must prepare them. I hope that you find that 

STEM Scopes is a support for science in your 

classroom.) 

STEM Scopes Concerned about time to teach science -> lots 

on our plate. (I understand; we all have a lot 

on our plate. We have an incredibly important 

job to teach our students and prepare them 

for the next level. This is why the district is 

giving you support by getting curriculum such 

as STEM Scopes so that you can be sure to 

that you are able to teach all content areas to 

the best of your ability. We will work together 

as a team so that we can be a school of 

distinction) 

Good to look ahead and plan Get out early! Hooray! (I am glad that getting 

out early is a delta… This just shows how 

dedicated our staff is at FES! ) 

STEM Scopes Totally forgot about one of my goals. (That 

stinks… I plan to continue this activity and 



next year we will relook at them midyear as a 

reminder.) 

Vocabulary Activity Didn’t meet 1 on my goals.  (I am so sorry. 

Perhaps you can table that goal and relook at 

it for 2015-16 school year) 

Science- STEM Scopes No snacks (You would think that I would 

learn that we need snacks. I will work on this) 

STEM Scopes sounds engaging Let’s get the scores up! FES is #1!  (We are 

going to end this year with a bang!) 

Already using a lot of Marzono’s Strategies  Nothing (Awesome!) 

Like my “time capsule” None “” 

Vocabulary strategy Nothing  “” 

The STEM Scopes! Nothing“” 

Looking at our personal goals! (funny!) Nothing“” 

Always helpful info. at meetings None! “” 

Wish STEM format for reading and math None “” 

Like the vocabulary flip book   

Good routine for vocabulary   

Science curriculum sounds exciting   

STEM Scopes sounds very exciting for the kids   

Vocabulary presentation   

Vocab activity   

Goal setting   

STEM Scopes sounds good   

Enjoyed the vocabulary info and strategies for 
classroom 

  

Can’t wait to look at STEM Scopes   

Great vocab strategies to try   

Love the STEM Scopes—this is going to be 
great! 

  

Vocab Strategy (game)   

 


